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CONTEX SUPREME BOLD SAE 15W40 API CD/SF 
 
 
 
Description 
 
CONTEX SUPREME BOLD SAE 15W40 API CD/SF engine oil uses exclusive combinations of the latest 
high-performance additives to ensure that the oil adapts and protects under the full range of pressures and 
temperatures found n modern engines - from the high temperatures in the pistons, to the extreme loads found 
in the valve-trains. Featuring extra-active additives to control and sweep away harmful soot and particles 
found in high performance engines, it delivers excellent soot and viscosity control, outstanding protection 
against wear and exceptional versatility - one oil for fleets with multiple engines makes. 
 
 
Benefits: 
 
Outstanding protection 
 
 Featuring an exclusive additive system to ensure maximum soot handling,  
 Heat resistance and high performance due to the use of premium base oil 
 Delivers excellent wear protection and long oil life in Euro 3, US 2002 and other advanced engines 
 Demonstrated performance for all applications 
 CONTEX SUPREME BOLD SAE 15W40 API CD/SF has been tested and proven in real-life 

applications, from severe duty operation in mining and construction operations to heavy duty haulage in 
some of the world’s most severe environments. 

 
Improved engine cleanliness 
 
 The exclusive additive system delivers improved engine cleanliness and protection against piston 

deposits allowing CONTEX SUPREME BOLD SAE 15W40 API CD/SF to exceed the demanding 
requirements of most OEMs. 

 
Application: 
 
Severe duty heavy duty diesel engines 
 
CONTEX SUPREME BOLD SAE 15W40 API CD/SF provides demonstrated protection and performance in 
the latest high-power heavy-duty diesel engines from Europe, US and Japanese manufacturers in both on-
highway and off-highway applications. 
 
 
 
High technology low emission engines 
 
CONTEX SUPREME BOLD SAE 15W40 API CD/SF is designed for use in passenger car, 4wd’s and light 
commercial vehicles and is compatible with dual fuel, diesel and most conventional fuels. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Performance Standards: 
 
Meets and Exceeds API CD/SF 
 
 
Typical Properties: 
 

Particulars ASTM METHOD Test Results 
Kinematic Viscosity 40 ⁰ C mm² /s D-445 105 

Kinematic Viscosity 100 ⁰ C mm² /s D-445 14.2 

Dynamic Viscosity @ -20 ⁰ C mPa s D-5293 5779 

Viscosity Index D-2270 137 

Total base No. mg KOH/g D-2896 8 

Density D-4052 0.875 

Flash Point (COC) ⁰ C D-492 226 

Pour Point  ⁰ C D-97 -33 
 


